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It's D-Day
The moment has finally arrived. The markets have been nervously awaiting the European Central
Bank boss's speech tonight to see what he comes up with to put Europe's debt crisis to bed once and
for all. I look at how the markets will react in today's note.
Also in the Switzer Super Report, Charlie Aitken also gives his outlook on Europe and names two
stocks he's watching. Plus, Paul Rickard explains our opinion on Commonwealth Bank's new PERLS
VI issue. And we look at an option for generating steady income for your fund while hedging against
inflation, and run the numbers on what happens if you break your contributions caps. Enjoy!
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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It's D-Day. Are you fearful or greedy?
by Peter Switzer
Be clear on this, we are in a classic Warren Buffett
investor moment. Are you fearful or greedy? Are you
with the pack or are you a contrarian?
It’s D-Day
The big ‘Wazza’ once explained: “When everyone
is greedy, I am fearful, but when everyone is fearful, I
am greedy.” It’s something to ponder with D-Day –
that is, Draghi Day – arriving.
Sometime today, the eternal stock market battle
between greed and fear will take a turn for the best,
the worst or maybe somewhere in between.
Whichever way it goes, I bet it will be a big reaction.
A recent CNBC report argued US investors have
dialed down risk despite the fact “the market has
doubled in value since March 2009, [and] is trading at
four-year highs.” Even this year, the US market is up
close to 12%, but there’s still no buyer enthusiasm
on an historical basis.
But is this about to change?
The trigger will be what the European Central Bank
boss, Mario Draghi, says tonight. It’s bound to make
or break this market, though there could be a muted
responses if he delivers the minimum expected by
pundits.
Against that, the Europeans have been chronic
under-deliverers, meaning anything that looks like
they have actually confronted the brutal truth and
responded ‘manfully’ to the problems ahead (if I’m
allowed to say that sort of thing nowadays), then the
market could easily take-off with unbridled
enthusiasm.
A positive scenario

Let me put forward the most positive scenario
possible to explain how we could see a big market
take-off. I shared this with my readers today in my
daily blog on www.switzer.com.au website, but it
bears repeating here as this could prove to be a
historically significant day.
To put the significance of Draghi’s revelations into
context, it looks like this:
First he deals with the high borrowing costs of
countries such as Italy and Spain.
Next he adds to liquidity and brings interest
rates down for banks, businesses and
consumers.
This in turn should not only pump up
confidence, but help investment as well as
consumption.
Next EU growth rates should respond.
This would help growth, confidence and
investment in China and the USA.
This in turn would set the scene for stocks to
go higher and, of course, it would help
commodity prices and our stock market as
well, pushing the dollar higher.
A new trend?
As I argued last week, the brave would buy miners
today, but they would be speculators who could easily
flip a nice profit. But if the Europeans do come good
tonight, then a new trend for mining stocks could
emerge based on the expectation that China would
benefit from a faster growing Europe, which of course
would need about six months before this showed up
in official growth figures.
However, the stock market doesn’t wait for the future
to show up – it runs ahead of reality and a new
fast-forward reality is bound to emerge after the
Draghi delivery.
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Of course, there will be experts who will want to focus
on the upcoming ruling from the German Court next
week on whether the EU bailout fund is
constitutionally sound for German money, but there
will always be prophets of minor doom out there.
The Draghi revelations today are the main game – it
has been that way since he promised “whatever it
takes” – and today is delivery day.
I really hope these EU politicians throw off their
no-hoper tag today. We really need them to – big
time!
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.
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An attractive new issue from Commonwealth Bank
by Paul Rickard
Commonwealth Bank has announced details of a new
‘hybrid’ securities issue – PERLS VI – which looks
set to be reasonably well accepted by the market.
PERLS VI (which stands for the sixth issue of
Perpetual Exchangeable Resaleable Listed
Securities) are called hybrids because they share the
qualities of bonds and stocks; that is, they start out
paying quarterly interest similar to a bond, but then
may be cashed in or converted to ordinary shares at
a later date.
The issue is being made to refinance Commonwealth
Bank’s earlier PERLS IV issue and otherwise fund its
business. It will count as Tier 1 capital for the bank
(that is, the core capital used by regulators to judge a
bank’s financial health).

pa.
As distributions are fully franked, the first quarter
distribution for an SMSF in the ‘accumulation phase’
will be equivalent to an after-tax return of 6.29% a
year. For an SMSF in the ‘pension phase’, the after
tax return will be 7.4%.
These Notes are ‘perpetual’, meaning they and
have no term, so Commonwealth Bank
(CBA) must (subject to a test) exchange the notes for
ordinary shares on 15 December 2020 – just over
eight years away.
Details of the issue are as follows:

This is the first issue by a major bank that is fully
compliant with the Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority’s (APRA) new rules for Tier 1 capital under
the global Basel III regulatory standard, so it’s a little
more complex than previous issues.
The details
PERLS VI will pay a quarterly fully franked floating
distribution. The distribution is set each quarter at a
fixed margin over the benchmark 90-day bank bill
rate, and then adjusted for the company tax rate (to
take into account the franking credit benefits). The
indicative margin for this issue is in the range of
3.80% to 4.00%.
The 90-day bank bill rate is currently around 3.6%,
implying a gross distribution rate of 7.4% per annum
for the first quarter (i.e., 3.6% + 3.8% = 7.4%). The
actual distribution in cash, which is fully franked,
would be:
7.4% x (1 – Company Tax rate) = 7.4% x 0.7 = 5.18%

The institutional book build next Monday will set the
final margin.
The fine print
If the exchange occurs, note holders are issued
ordinary CBA shares at a 1% discount to the then
weighted average market price. The test for the
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exchange is the price of CBA ordinary shares at the
time. The exchange will occur provided the shares
are higher than approximately $30, otherwise, it is
retested on the next and subsequent distribution
dates until the test is met.
In order to qualify as Tier 1 capital, Commonwealth
Bank has included two further exchange triggers – a
‘capital trigger event’ and a ‘non-viability trigger
event’.
Under these tests, APRA can require the bank to
immediately exchange the notes for ordinary shares if
CBA’s Common Equity Tier 1 Capital Ratio falls
below 5.125% (the ratio was 7.82% as at 30 June
2012), or if APRA believes the bank needs an
injection of capital to remain viable. Due to a cap on
the maximum number of shares that can be
exchanged, a note holder could receive less than
$100 of shares under these scenarios.

accrued distribution of $1.09, this is trading at a
margin of 90-day bank bill plus 3.35%. PERLS V
doesn’t have the capital trigger or non-viability trigger
events, and only has two years to run. That said, if
the PERLS V secondary market price is a guide, the
PERLS VI issue looks relatively attractive.
Bottom line – this issue should be reasonably well
sought after at the bottom of the indicated margin
band of 3.8%. Expect the issue size to be increased
to at least $1.5 billion.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.

Distribution payments are discretionary and subject to
Commonwealth Bank having sufficient ‘Distributable
Profits’. The payments don’t accrue if not paid.
The main protection note holders have is that if a
distribution isn’t paid, a dividend stopper is placed on
CBA ordinary shares.
Leaving aside the features that allow these notes to
be classified as capital, Commonwealth Bank also
has a once-only call option on 15 December, 2018 (in
just over six years). On this day, the bank can elect to
effectively redeem the notes by paying holders the
face value.
Our view
While a complex issue structure, this is after all the
Commonwealth Bank. The market will be assuming
that the issue will be called in December 2018, or in
the worse case, converted into ordinary shares in
2020.
The indicated margin of 3.8% to 4% is a little higher
than had been rumoured, perhaps reflecting a slightly
tougher borrowing market for our major banks. The
CBA PERLS V issue (CBAPA), which is due to be
exchanged (or effectively redeemed) in October
2014, is trading at a price of $201.65. With an
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If leaks are true, we're in for a rally
by Charlie Aitken
Overnight the forces of darkness tried to get
everything down and then ran into some leaks from
the European Central Bank (ECB) ahead of tonight’s
meeting and everything reversed.
I may well regret writing this, but across all asset
classes it again looked like “the calm before the
calm”, with the S&P 500 losing just one point after
GLOBEX Futures indicated a seven point loss in our
trading session yesterday.
Let’s see what ECB boss Mario Draghi delivers in his
speech tonight; if the leaks are accurate, and they
most likely are, the markets will clear another hurdle
in the wall of worry. Watch the euro tonight, it is the
key to everything.
Resources slump
Considering the indiscriminate carnage in Australian
resource stocks and those who provide services to
them it’s hard to believe the Australian Dollar is still
above parity at US$1.0193.
Of course, the “I hate Australia/unlucky country
trade” is gathering steam with just about every top
down commentator convinced that the fall in the iron
ore price means Australia is “doomed”.

the going to trigger our “doom”. The sky is always
about to fall in Australia according to the Chicken
Little’s.
The one thing I do agree on with most commentators
is the Australian dollar being vulnerable to a further
pullback. The Aussie fell to 80.89 euro cents last
night, while the Aussie versus the US dollar support
kicks in around 96 US cents.
From a strategy perspective I’m continuing to look for
under-priced East Coast industrial exposures with
high sustainable dividend yields. A little while ago I
recommended Bank of Queensland (BOQ) as a
turnaround story.
BOQ is under the radar of most people, but it is a
genuine turnaround as south-east Queensland
property prices bottom out, the balance sheet has
been strengthened, and the company is getting some
direction under the leadership of Stuart Grimshaw.
The banks five-year chart really interests me, with the
downtrend potentially broken by confirmation of the
turnaround at the pending result due on 18 October.
Bank of Queensland (BOQ) stock chart

Yes, it’s a negative development for everything from
resource sector earnings right through to tax receipts,
economic growth and potentially employment if you
believe current low spot iron ore prices are going to
be sustained. But I think it’s a very long bow to draw
that the 30-day accelerated fall in the iron ore price is
going to translate to a spike in unemployment, a
residential housing crash and associated mortgage
bank bad-and-doubtful-debts cycle.
Remember, late last year it was the European debt
crisis and our banks wholesale funding gap that was
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packages of work that could further bolster prospects.
The company continues to generate an exceptional
return on equity of 30%, while retaining a high level of
growth and operating cash realisation. At 2.6-times
estimated full-year 2013 earnings before interest, tax,
depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) valuation is
undemanding and not reflective of the near-term
earnings prospects or presence of a cashed-up
corporate on the register. We retain our Buy rating.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.

Despite the rally since we first recommended BOQ,
the stock remains undervalued on all investment
metrics. For full-year 2013, we forecast earnings per
share to grow by 81 cents, with a price to earnings
ratio of 9.3-times, a price to book ratio of 0.8-times, a
yield of 7% and an increase in return on equity (ROE)
to 9.8%. The yield alone of 7.2% fully franked should
be enough to drive outperformance, particularly as
the market gets more confidence in the
turnaround/balance sheet repair story.
We maintain our Accumulate rating and upgrade our
12-month price target to $7.80 from $7.15 previously.
Forge Group (FGE) – Buy
Recommendation: Buy (unchanged)
Price: $3.78
Target (12 months): $6.40 (unchanged)
Expected capital growth: 53.2%
Expected dividend yield: 3.6%
Total expected return: 56.8%
Forge has announced a notice of award from Rio
Tinto for a $280m equipment, procurement and
construction contract for the combined-cycle gas
turbine power station at Cape Lambert. The project is
expected to be delivered early in 2015.
Forge enters full-year 2013 in a very strong operating
position with the scope to win significant
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Steady income and a hedge vs inflation
by JP Goldman
Should residential property form an important part of
an investor’s superannuation portfolio? Judging by
recent history, the answer would be a resounding
yes.
But as the saying goes, past returns shouldn’t
necessarily be taken as a guide to future returns –
especially as one-off structural factors likely boosted
property returns over the past two decades.
What’s more, investors should be aware there are
now cheaper, simpler and more liquid investment
options available should they be seeking both steady
income returns and a hedge against inflation.
That said, there’s no denying property has been a
terrific investment over recent years. Relative to
shares, property returns have been comparably
strong and enjoyed considerably lower volatility.
Of course, since the start of the Global Financial
Crisis (GFC), there has been persistent fear across
Australia that already lofty house prices could be set
for a tumble. Indeed, there’s a core group of analysts
that have long speculated that house prices would
soon follow the declines seen in countries such as the
United States, the United Kingdom, Spain and
Ireland.
But while house prices have softened in recent years,
we’ve so far avoided the spectacular collapse
evident elsewhere – and they’ve held up far better
than shares.
Property vs shares

Even during the GFC – and a time when fears of
recession in Australian were very real – house prices
were at their lowest in the March quarter 2009, and
this was still only 5.5% below their peak of a year
earlier. That’s not bad compared with the 20 to 30%
declines seen in the United States and parts of
Europe.
Indeed, since September quarter 2007 – when the
GFC began to troubled global markets – Australian
house prices (as measured by the ABS) have lifted by
14% by the end of the June quarter of this year. By
contrast, the S&P/ASX 200 equity index is still 37%
below its September quarter 2007 peak.
That’s perhaps even more surprising considering
that the property prices had just posted a decade of
relatively strong gains: in the ten years to September
2007, house prices increased at a 9.8% annualised
rate. Australian share prices (excluding dividends,
which is fair as house prices excluded rents)
increased by 9.4% annualised rate over this period.
There are several good reasons the property market
has held up reasonably well. For starters, land supply
and development restrictions meant that Australian
developers were less able to respond to rising prices
by boosting supply – thereby avoiding the speculative
property gluts created elsewhere. Decent financial
regulation also prevented lenders from going
overboard in lending to those with poor credit risks.
House prices were also supported by the fact that the
rise in unemployment during the GFC was relatively
limited due to the ongoing commodities boom and
timely monetary and fiscal policy action.

According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics
survey, the last peak in nationwide established house
prices took place in the June quarter of 2010, and
average prices have declined by 4.7% since then.
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That’s why investors wanting greater diversification
and a hedge against inflation might also consider
inflation-protected government bonds readily
available on the Australian Stock Exchange though
an iShares listed exchange-traded fund (ETF).
The iShares UBS Government Inflation ETF
(ASX:ILB) invests in federal and state inflation linked
government bonds, which provide a yield return plus
increases in capital value over time in line with
consumer price inflation.
Price outlook
But investors shouldn’t expect property prices to
keep rising by 10%. A large element of earlier gains
reflected a structural decline in inflation and interest
rates – which meant households could afford to take
on larger mortgages relative to given levels of
household income. With supply restricted, that
caused house prices to rise strongly relatively to
household incomes. But relative to income, house
prices have now likely reached their limits, barring a
further large and sustained decline in mortgage rates.

Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.

Property prices are no longer cheap, but they’re not
overly expensive either – after all, prices are set in
the market and so must reflect the capacity to pay of
the marginal buyer.
Going forward, property prices should at best largely
match growth in household incomes over time –
implying an annual rate of gain of 3 to 5%. And within
this trend, there will be the inevitable dips and surges
in line with the cycles in unemployment and interest
rates.
In fact, with households now more highly leveraged,
house prices are likely to show greater sensitivity to
the economic cycle than in earlier decades, with
returns perhaps even more correlated with the share
market.
Indeed, if and when the next great recession comes,
house price decline of 10% or more might be
expected. Investors should be prepared to live with
such volatility.
Recommendation
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Is it ever worth breaching my cap?
by Andrew Bloore
For some of us, the contribution caps were reduced
at the start of this financial year, meaning the two
basic limits are now the same for everyone
regardless of age:
Concessional (before tax):
$25,000
Non-concessional (after tax): $150,000
Is it ever worth breaking these caps?
The simple answer is no and I’ll show you why in a
minute.
But there is one scenario where you can contribute
more without technically breaking your cap and it’s
called the ‘bring-forward’ rule. If you’re under age
65, you are able to bring forward two future years of
non-concessional contributions totalling $450,000, as
long as you don’t breach that limit within the
three-year space.
There are a range of rules relating to this, so it’s
important to get some advice as to the benefits to
you.
How are the excess contributions treated, and is it
worth putting in more than your cap?
Once you have reached your concessional cap
(generally, those paid by your employer, like the 9%
super guarantee and salary sacrifice), all other
contributions should be made as non-concessional
personal contributions (that is, personal contributions)
up to those limits – never above.

excess is taxed at a flat rate of 31.5%.
3. Therefore, with the two rates combined, the rate of
tax on the excess amount is 46.5% regardless of
what personal tax bracket you are in.
4. In addition, the excess amount is then counted
towards your non-concessional cap. If you have
already used up your non-concessional cap, the
excess amount is taxed again at a flat rate of 46.5%.
That amounts to tax of 93% on the original amount
that broke the cap – not a pretty scenario.
The only people who aren’t additionally taxed on
excess amounts are those in the top marginal tax
bracket, with the excess amount not exceeding their
non-concessional cap. Often, people in this tax
bracket breach the $25,000 cap based on the
compulsory employer-paid contributions.
The question is, why bother breaking your
concessional cap?
It is exactly the same as only contributing money up
to the concessional cap, then taking the balance as
after-tax money and making a non-concessional
contribution. Do it this way and there are no additional
tax forms or excess notices to fill in, or any other
paperwork for the tax office. It achieves exactly the
same result.
Based on my tax rate, what does the excess
contributions tax cost me?

The cap system works as follows:
1. Amounts up to the concessional cap are taxed in
the super fund at the normal rate of 15%.
2. If an amount is above the concessional cap, the
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*Including Medicare levy
The excess amount is then counted towards the
non-concessional cap. If you have used your full
non-concessional limit, the excess amount will be
taxed a second time at 46.5%. This would take the
total tax rate to 93%.
Basic Rules
Do not contribute above your concessional cap.
Any amount that you want to put in that is greater
than the concessional cap, contribute it as a
non-concessional contribution and be mindful not to
exceed the non-concessional cap.
Pending legislation
The 2012 Budget proposed that concessional
contributions tax will increase from 15% to 30% for
people with income over $300,000 in order to make
the system fairer, ensuring tax incentives for super
are equitable across different income brackets.
The analysis in this article has not taken into account
this announcement as it has not yet been legislated.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.
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Did you know?
Switzer has updated it's sector allocation, and this month we've divided it into two categories:
• sector allocation for capital growth; and
• sector allocation for income.
See how we weight the stocks in our portfolios in the 'Investments' section of our website.

Don't miss this!

Price: SINGLE: $20 | COUPLE: $25
SYDNEY CBD - 14 SEPTEMBER 2012 - 12.30pm-1.30pm
Grace Hotel, 77 York Street Sydney
SYDNEY EAST - 19 SEPTEMBER 2012 - 6.30pm-7.30pm
Easts Rugby Club, O'Sullivan Rd, Bellevue Hill
MELBOURNE CBD - 3 OCTOBER 2012 - 12.30pm-1.30pm
Level 8, 500 Collins Street, Melbourne
MELBOURNE SOUTH EAST - 3 OCTOBER 2012 - 6.30pm-7.30pm
The Olsen, 637-641 Chapel St, South Yarra
Click here to register or visit switzer.com.au/SMSF
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